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Goals

• Evaluate 4 Prototypes
– Tell a Joke

– Compliments

– Face to Face

– Puzzling Behaviors

• One exhibit not 
evaluated
– Unseen Stories (Bec I…)

• Location: 
– SF Public Library Main Branch

• Assess:
– Usage

• Affordances

• Holding time

• Sequence of use

– Label versions

– Understanding



Setup



Methods

• Observations
– N=162 over 4 days

• Fri-Mon Sep 14-17, 2018

– Days 1-3
• 1-2 trackers positioned 

near exhibition

• Interviewers in the space

– Day 4
• no interviewers (for 

ecological validity)

• 1-3 trackers positioned 
upstairs in “crow’s nest”

• Interviews
– N = 119

• Tell a Joke N = 27

• Compliments N = 34

• Face to Face N = 38

• Puzzling Behaviors N = 20

– Interview Type
• Uncued

• For single exhibits only



Tell a Joke

• Observations N=49
– 64% of Users told 

someone else a joke*

– Median time = 30 secs

– Max time = 14 mins
• Person wrote down jokes

*From 4th day with no interviews



Tell a Joke

• Interviews N=23
– 82% had “good” or “very 

good” feeling

– 18% neutral

Got you thinking about?
Response 

N=23

Lifted mood 74%
Positive comment on jokes 65%
Helped me interact 39%
Mixed comment 22%
About human connection 13%
Negative comment 4%



Tell a Joke

• Other issues that arose
– A handful of visitors will read joke screen and not 

push for next joke -- unclear if it’s because the 
joke wasn’t funny (so they no longer want to 
explore) or if the button panel has been 
overlooked (i.e., instructions ignored)

– Shared screen reading happens in visitor pairs



Tell a Joke

• Recommendations
– Offer more support for 

how to engage others
• See Tips for Telling Jokes 

on Basecamp

– Try different modalities
• Cards people take

• Large wall with joke & 
challenge 



Compliments

• Observations N=58
– 91% of Users pushed 

button

– Median time = 10 secs

– Max time = 3.5 mins
• Person pressed button 20 

times



Compliments

• Interviews N=31
– 68% had “good” or “very 

good” feeling

– 29% “neutral”

– 3% “bad” or “very bad” 

What makes a good 
compliment?

Response 
N=31

Authentic 48%
Raises self esteem 13%
NOT about my appearance 13%
Depends on prior mood 10%
About my appearance 6%
Other 13%



Compliments

• Recommendations
– Allow language selection

– Allow for user-added 
compliments (written 
might be easier to curate 
than audio)

– Connect to social psych?



Face to Face

• Observations N=69
– 84% of Users made faces

– 64% of Users saw double 
screen

– Median time = 51 secs

– Max time = 8 mins



Face to Face

• Interviews
– 68% had “good” or “very 

good” feeling

– 29% “neutral”

– 3% “bad” or “very bad” 

– 45% were confused by 
something

What were you thinking 
about?

Response 
N=31

Liked it 32%
Other 30%
Nothing 25%
Mechanism / who people 20%
All different but all same 10%



Face to Face

• Interviews
– Most Users don’t mind 

having their image 
captured (N=32)



Face to Face

• Other issues that arose
– Sometimes press the button and don’t whether to start or end
– Need to slow down your movements for it to slow down
– Comments about epilepsy 
– Pictures flash really fast 
– Algorithm shows no match too much of the time

• Stick out tongue
• Hand gestures

– People really want to see themselves
– Many people didn’t realize they’re on the side 
– Don’t realize they’re face is being matched
– Not clear what you’re supposed to see. They’re lookin for people 

who look like them - some realize it’s looking for matching 
expressions

– The instructions aren’t really connected to seeing yourself in other 
people

– Tendency to push other language buttons when exhibit visitor wants 
to 1) restart, or when 2) exhibiting behaviors around usability issues - 
such as looking around the device, or sitting w/o making expressions

– Probably due to placement of notification panel, it’s usually 
overlooked (based on interviews and observations)

– Though instructions are heard (either observed or confirmed in user 
interviews that they heard them), user will still not know how to use 
the device: either 1) sit with little movement, and start looking 
up/down/around machine, or 2) start pushing other buttons on 
machine

– Photos/videos are usually taken at this exhibit, especially in groups 
(one person did photograph herself using exhibit)

– Several different instances of returning visitors to this exhibit
– (On last day, 9/17, where visitors were uninterrupted and unmediated 

in the exhibition) 20+M stuck up his middle finger while using exhibit



Face to Face

• Recommendations
– Allow users to see 

themselves

– Make side video more 
obvious to users

– Prototype on museum 
floor

– Connect more to social 
psych



Puzzling Behaviors

• Observations N=56
– 50% of Users moved sliders

– 52% flipped up the graphic

– Median time = 34 secs

– Max time = 4 mins



Puzzling Behaviors

• Interviews (N=18)
– 59% of Users showed basic 

understanding
• People have reasons for actions

– 47% showed advanced 
understanding

• Empathy for others
• We have different reasons 

for ourselves and others
• Should give others more 

benefit of doubt
• Context matters a lot

– 70% of 10 Users who understood, 
flipped the graphic

– “Snap” graphic may be better



Puzzling Behaviors

• Other issues that arose
• A handful of users have repositioned the sliders at either 

extremes or place sliders down the middle - as opposed 
to any reflective use; kids will also use sliders like a toy

• After Face to Face, this exhibit and “Because I” get 
photographed a lot



Puzzling Behaviors

What did the exhibit get you thinking? (Responses w advanced understanding)
• “I think that it's just putting yourself in others' shoes and building empathy for 

other people”
• “You could say the others do the bad thing and I do the good thing, but in reality 

you probably just have to do what you need to in the moment.”
• “I have a pretty good understanding of my self-justification for things and I think 

other people's (self-justifications) are pretty similar to mine.”
• ‘Giving people the benefit of the doubt. If there's one thing that's similar 

(between THEY and I) it's Cutting in Line. I think if people are doing that they feel 
like they had to do it, as a general thing.”

• “We justify our behavior when we do things and we don't know what the other 
person is justifying for their behavior.”

• “[Thinking] more about empathy. People usually have a reason for what they're 
doing. Maybe being aware of thinking about things makes you remember to 
empathize.”

• “Sociology! People tend to misconceive us. It makes me think that when someone 
is doing [something like lazing around during assignment [in school]] they have a 
reason to.”



Puzzling Behaviors

• Recommendations
– Rework mechanism for 

user ratings

– Try new language for 
scales

• See Basecamp post

– Use “Snap” language in 
flip up graphic



Label version testing

• A/B Label testing on 3 exhs
– Compliments
– Face to Face
– Puzzling Behaviors

• Sample sizes were too small
– No signif differences found
– Slight improvement of 

“Snap Judgment” label over 
non-snap version at Puzzling 
Behaviors


